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Making Sound Decisions: Institutional 
Responses to the Crisis in Audio Preservation
By David R. Lewis
ABSTRACT: Some archives have been quick to respond to the crisis in audio preser-
vation brought on by the combined forces of obsolescence and degradation inherent in 
legacy audio formats and their playback equipment. These archives have undertaken 
digitization projects for particular collections or, in a few cases, have digitized the bulk 
of their audio holdings for preservation. Based on an examination of the literature on 
audio preservation, however, the responses of some institutions—particularly small and 
midsized institutions—have been stymied by roadblocks related to cost and expertise. 
Given the limited time available for archives to migrate audio content, this uneven 
response threatens to leave an incomplete audio legacy, weighted toward grant-worthy 
collections with few copyright restrictions at larger, better-resourced institutions. After 
a review of relevant literature, this article suggests interventions institutions of all sizes 
can undertake to respond to the crisis in audio preservation including stringent selection 
and reappraisal projects, strategies for tiered audio digitization using a combination of 
in-house and vendor-based services, and suggestions for increasing access to high-quali-
ty digitization for worthy audio materials. 
Introduction
It is well documented in the professional literature that without broad collaboration on 
audio digitization at regional, national, and international levels, we will be left with an 
uneven national record of our cultural, scientific, and historical heritage.1 The combined 
forces of physical degradation of legacy audio carriers and technological obsolescence—
encompassing both a scarcity of working playback machines and a lack of professional 
expertise for some legacy audio formats—threatens the useful life of audio materials 
in libraries, archives, and museums. Even previously ubiquitous audio carriers such as 
audiocassettes, reel-to-reel tapes, and recordable CDs face an uncertain future as they 
age. Proper physical preservation of aging audio materials, including providing archival 
housing and storage environments, can often extend their useful lives, but physical 
preservation alone will not solve problems of format obsolescence or catastrophic 
deterioration, to which some formats are prone.2 The audio preservation community has 
come to a consensus that reformatting to digital file formats is the preferred method for 
long-term preservation of both analog (e.g., cassette tapes and grooved discs) and digital 
(e.g., CDs and minidiscs) audio recordings.3 
Even with these preservation challenges, however, audiovisual materials continue to be 
a growing segment of library and archival collections. A 2010 OCLC study estimates 
that audiovisual holdings increased an astonishing 300 percent in research libraries and 
archives between 1998 and 2010.4 Given the growing numbers of these items in recent 
years, archivists who work with audio collections have increasingly called for more 
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attention to reappraisal and preservation-quality digitization of analog audio formats. 
Many of these calls have been national, or even international, in scope, and speak to the 
endangered state of our audio heritage. Archivist Paul Conway, writing in 2010, framed 
audio tape and acetate-based films as “the great preservation challenges of the twenty-
first century.”5 The audio preservation guide published by the Association for Recorded 
Sound Collections (ARSC) frames the issue as a matter of national importance: “If we 
are to preserve our audio legacy, all institutions with significant recordings must be 
part of the effort.”6 These calls coincided with the establishment of the National Audio 
Visual Conservation Center in 2007 and several high-profile audio digitization projects 
at universities and large libraries. Many institutions have created efficient and robust 
digitization programs using a combination of in-house studios and mass digitization 
vendors, while other institutions with particularly grant-worthy collections have been 
able to leverage funds from outside sources to digitize audio collections for preservation 
and access.7
Despite the large scope and breadth of ongoing digitization projects, the landscape of 
audio preservation in the United States remains uneven. Many preservation-worthy 
audio collections are held by institutions that have been slow to begin audio preservation 
efforts, particularly small and midsized institutions. The results of recent surveys and 
reports around preservation, as well as more informal discussions with colleagues, 
indicate that many institutions have hit roadblocks that have slowed their response to 
the crisis. If we only digitize and preserve audio collections that meet the stipulations 
of granting agencies, or those that happen to be housed in institutions with robust 
digitization programs, our national and international cultural heritage will be the worse 
for it. Moreover, pockets of local and regional audio materials will likely be entirely 
unavailable to future researchers, scholars, and community members. In response to 
this situation, this article reviews the professional literature to establish the current 
landscape of audio preservation and then proposes a three-pronged strategy for address-
ing the crisis: 1) stringent selection and reappraisal of audio holdings; 2) reframing the 
conversation around audio digitization for preservation to include more in-house and 
tiered digitization strategies; and 3) suggesting possible collaborative projects and other 
actions that institutions and professional organizations could take to address the gaps in 
the current approach to preserving audio materials.
Literature Review
Preservation of Audio Recordings in Cultural Heritage Institutions
Several attempts have been made to estimate the number of audio recordings held 
by cultural heritage organizations. While these results vary depending on the type 
of institutions surveyed, the numbers are staggering. A 2004 Heritage Health Index 
(HHI) survey of audio and moving image holdings conducted by Heritage Preservation 
and the Institute of Museum and Library Services (IMLS) estimated that institutions 
in the United States held 46 million audio recordings.8 The HHI survey encompassed 
a large swath of institutions in the United States that hold these kinds of materials, 
including libraries, archives, museums, and historical societies as well as archaeological, 
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scientific, and ethnographic repositories. A survey by the Association for Research 
Libraries in 2007 estimated there were 10 million audio recordings held by research 
libraries in the United States.9 A later statistical survey conducted by AVP,10 a preserva-
tion vendor based in Brooklyn, New York, and the Northeast Document Conservation 
Center estimated the number of rare and unique audio recordings (which they refer to as 
“preservation-worthy” items) in academic libraries and archives, broadcast institutions, 
historical societies, special libraries, and museums to be 306,216,423 items; 254,159,631 
of which had not been digitized (nearly 83 percent).11 Furthermore, they estimated the 
total cost of this preservation for these recordings to be around $20 billion.12 
The authors of the Library of Congress National Recording Preservation Plan, 
writing in 2012, forecasted a short window to preserve audio holdings because of the 
combined forces of degradation and obsolescence: “Many analog audio recordings 
must be digitized within the next 15 to 20 years—before sound carrier degradation 
and the challenges of acquiring and maintaining playback equipment make the success 
of these efforts too expensive or unattainable.”13 While many variables could slow or 
speed up this time frame, and certain formats are far more imperiled than others, the 
fact remains that we are nearly halfway through the optimal preservation window 
projected by the authors. If the archival community is to salvage even a small number 
of these endangered audiovisual items, our current digitization infrastructure will not 
be sufficient. For example, the audiovisual items in only two repositories at Indiana 
University–Bloomington, given the institution’s then current capacity for in-house 
digitization, would have taken nearly 180 labor years to digitize.14 
Following the work of audio archivists like Mike Casey and experts at the Library 
of Congress and the International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives 
(IASA), this author joins the calls for immediate, considered, and sustained action to 
safeguard our audio collections. While more vendor-based digitization options and 
funding opportunities exist now than did even 15 years ago, it is still likely impossible 
to digitally preserve all the unique and rare audio recordings that currently exist in 
libraries, archives, historical societies, and museums. The high cost of large-scale 
digitization programs has generated strident calls for collaboration among institutions 
facing the crisis in audiovisual heritage, like this one from the 2010 OCLC survey of 
special collections and archives: 
These [legacy audiovisual] formats present costly needs for preservation solutions 
for which funding rarely is sufficient. Given economic realities, this situation is 
unlikely to improve in the foreseeable future. Stringent appraisal and prioritiza-
tion—particularly if done collaboratively—would help ensure that scarce preserva-
tion resources are dedicated to the most important content. For some collections, 
transfer to another institution at which the content would merit high preservation 
priority may be the best solution.15
Deaccessioning collections and transferring them to a better-equipped institution is a 
difficult pill to swallow, particularly for many otherwise capable smaller repositories. A 
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thicket of institutional pride, conflicting mission statements and collecting policies, and 
even varying institutional cultures and individual personalities may make moving col-
lections between institutions a difficult proposition. On the other hand, if preservation-
worthy audio collections are left to languish undigitized in archives, historical societies, 
and museum vaults, any concerns we have about preserving the cultural record through 
thoughtful appraisal policies are in vain. Obsolescence, degradation, and inattention 
will do the appraisal and selection for us. 
The Response of Small and Midsized Institutions
Many small and midsized institutions, particularly those that do not primarily collect 
audio materials, have been slow to respond to the current crisis in audio preservation. 
After noting similar problems around funding, expertise, and infrastructure, the authors 
of the Digital POWRR team’s white paper on digital preservation concluded that “many 
peers serving at institutions with limited resources find themselves too overwhelmed 
to take the first steps.”16 Judging from accounts in the literature, audio preservation 
programs in smaller institutions face similar challenges. Though Anthony Cocciolo 
notes several counterexamples such as the archives of the Great American Songbook 
Foundation and Emerson College, he notes that many smaller institutions face 
“increasing needs and f lat or declining resources” for many projects, including audio 
and video preservation.17 The Technical Committee of the International Association 
of Sound and Audiovisual Archives notes that “the greater part of the world’s heritage 
of audiovisual documents ref lecting the linguistic and cultural diversity of mankind is 
kept by comparatively small institutions, by scholars and other private individuals,” and 
recommends a cooperative approach with larger institutions to spur audio preservation 
in these smaller institutions. This kind of cooperation would not be necessary if 
preservation efforts at many of these institutions were already robust and underway.18 
While some institutions do have in-house digitization and access workflows and are 
able to digitize items as needed for patron use, others outsource digitization of their 
analog audio items. Judging from accounts in the literature, however, only a few have 
developed a robust, programmatic response to the plight of legacy audio. Institutions 
often hit roadblocks around two main issues: 1) lack of facility with legacy audio among 
archivists and 2) the costs associated with either beginning a vendor-based outsourcing 
project or creating an in-house digitization program. The scholarly archival literature 
indicates that many archivists have little facility with legacy audio and may not even 
know the extent of their audio holdings. Christopher Ann Paton noted in 1990 that at 
that time there was “virtually no relevant literature on the topic [of sound recordings] to 
be found in standard archival sources.”19 While more recent archival literature includes 
some discussion of sound collections, few institutions or professional development 
opportunities devote adequate attention to time-based media.20 Indeed, a 2012 survey 
by Richard Wright noted that lack of awareness remains a grave problem for audio and 
video holdings. His survey indicates that many organizations do not know the quantity 
of, risks to, or preservation opportunities available for their audio and moving image 
holdings.21 Furthermore, Cocciolo’s 2017 book on audio and moving image collections 
maintains that most archivists are still not well trained to work with audio formats.22 
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The Cost of Digitization
Even those institutions that understand the need to preserve their audio holdings and 
happen to have some staff with audio format expertise may have a difficult time mount-
ing a robust response to the current crisis in audio preservation. Although grant funding 
is available for audio digitization projects, many of those grant programs are designed to 
best meet the needs of institutions with large, coherent audio and video collections with 
national or, less often, statewide significance. Institutions with competing priorities 
may hesitate to initiate time-consuming grant applications for audiovisual digitization 
projects with an uncertain chance of success over other, more easily attainable, goals. 
Additionally, copyright restrictions on audio materials can make grant funding more 
difficult to procure. For example, the National Historical Publications and Records 
Commission’s (NHPRC) Access to Historical Records grants ask grantees to digitize 
collections and “make them freely available online.”23 The National Endowment for the 
Humanities’ (NEH) Humanities Collections and Reference Resources grants, while 
noting that sound recordings and moving images are seriously endangered, also stipulate 
that “all considerations being equal, NEH will give preference to projects that provide 
free, online access to digital materials produced with NEH funds.”24 Robust preserva-
tion funding is often difficult to procure for small pockets of audio in several unrelated 
collections, for audio with copyright or provenance problems, or for audio collections 
with only institutional or regional significance.
Even for large, coherent audio collections that might be candidates for cost-effective, 
vendor-based digitization, cost can be a deterrent for institutions with limited or 
nonexistent preservation budgets. Though many audio preservation vendors save money 
by simultaneously digitizing multiple items of the same audio format in good condition 
using a single transfer engineer, costs can still be quite high. The archival consulting 
group AVP, in its survey of audio preservation needs, estimated the average “batched” 
price to be $60 per item and the average specialized price, for items needing traditional 
one-to-one transfers, to be $120 per item.25 AVP, in a discussion of these survey results, 
stresses that these costs are only estimates and that prices vary between vendors and 
jobs and across individual audio formats. Certainly, cost savings and efficiencies are 
built into mass audio digitization models involving the simultaneous transfer of multiple 
materials. The fact remains, however, that even per item costs lower than AVP’s 
“batched” estimates, when multiplied by the quantity of preservation-worthy items in 
a given collection, are a substantial roadblock for many institutions. Combined with 
limited preservation funds and limited available grant funding, digitization prices, along 
with continuing costs of housing and preserving the resultant preservation master files, 
may be cost prohibitive.26
While the f lexibility of in-house digitization may be an attractive solution, the cost and 
expertise roadblocks are similar for institutions that decide to manage a limited in-house 
digitization program rather than outsource to a vendor. Research and best practice 
documents for audio digitization can be useful to institutions considering establishing 
in-house digitization programs.27 However, creating an in-house lab with the capacity 
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to digitize the entire holdings of an institution is not feasible in most cases. Few small 
and midsized institutions have enough funds to procure recommended equipment like 
professional-quality refurbished playback machines, computers, and analog-to-digital 
converters. Many institutions also do not have the funding necessary to follow recom-
mended guidelines like employing an audio engineer to set up, maintain, and run the 
equipment. Institutions with small audio holdings could likely not justify the cost of 
setting up and maintaining a quality digitization lab, even if a possibility existed for 
them to perform digitization work for other institutions later. On the other hand, 
institutions with larger holdings likely face a steep learning curve and a large price 
tag to set up and run a quality in-house digitization lab. Despite the enormity of the 
problem and obstacles to both in-house and vendor-based digitization work, there are 
ways that smaller institutions can begin the process of identifying and preserving their 
preservation-worthy audio recordings. These strategies include performing an inventory 
and/or reappraisal project, scaling digitization work to the needs of an institution’s 
collections, and continuing to encourage more equitable access to high-quality digital 
preservation for audio materials. 
Suggested Strategies for Preserving and Increasing Access to 
Digitized Audio Materials
Strategy 1: Stringent Selection and Reappraisal Projects
Nearly 30 years ago, Christopher Ann Paton implored her archival colleagues to manage 
their audio collections more actively, suggesting reappraisal and selection for preserva-
tion was an immediate need: “Archivists must take responsibility for preservation of 
recorded sound by beginning to appraise their audio holdings to determine which 
recordings warrant intensive preservation efforts and which do not.”28 Since then, calls 
for reappraisal and attention to audio materials have been a recurring theme in scholarly 
articles about audio preservation and stand as evidence that many institutions have not 
undertaken stringent reappraisal of their audio collections.29 Selection and reappraisal 
projects examining the entire holdings of an archives or library can be a valuable first 
step in combating the lack of knowledge around audio holdings that exists in many 
archival institutions. 
Selection and appraisal projects should take the research and institutional value of audio 
holdings into consideration as well as the projected preservation needs of particular 
audio formats. Conducting a survey of audio items will give an institution broad 
information about its holdings and will allow decision-makers to prioritize the preserva-
tion of recordings with high research value and inherent problems related to format. 
Luckily, many freely available tools make the appraisal process easier for institutions of 
any size. Institutions that have relatively few legacy audio holdings or institutions with a 
large contingent of volunteers, interns, or student employees might consider conducting 
an item-level survey using web-based tools such as the University of Illinois’s Preserva-
tion Self-Assessment Program or AVP’s AVCC.30 Columbia University Libraries’ 
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AVDb is another available survey tool, though it requires an older version of Microsoft 
Access, making its continued use unsustainable.31 Indiana University’s MediaSCORE 
and MediaRIVERS preservation assessment tools are freely available on GitHub and 
allow institutions to consider subject interest, content, rarity, supporting documentation, 
and technical quality when making decisions about audiovisual holdings. This tool 
would allow a unit to glean rich data about its collections; however, setting up and 
running the tool would likely require IT support and item-level data entry could be time 
consuming.32 
If available survey tools do not suit an institution’s needs, information from these 
existing models can be used to create a custom survey instrument using readily available 
database or spreadsheet programs. At Bowling Green State University (BGSU), we have 
opted to create our own survey instrument, modeled heavily on the Sound Directions 
project at Indiana University–Bloomington and after discussions with several personnel 
involved in its media survey. The decision to create a survey tailored to our needs 
was also necessitated by our large audio holdings, which we estimate to be nearly a 
million items, with smaller but significant holdings of video and film, which were also 
included in the preservation survey.33 Once the BGSU survey is complete, it will be 
used to identify the most at-risk audio formats with the highest potential research or 
institutional value, which will help to prioritize items and collections for preservation. 
The survey instrument uses the numeric preservation scores in Indiana University’s 
Field Audio Collection Evaluation Tool (FACET) as a model, including suggested base 
scores for formats, as well as additions for age, condition, and preservation problems.34 
The instrument was then expanded to include additional formats represented in our 
collections and brief descriptions to help delineate levels of research and institutional 
value (see Appendix A for detailed information about BGSU’s survey instrument). 
BGSU’s spreadsheet-based survey tool allows a user to simultaneously enter many 
items of the same type from the same collection, because it can be assumed that all 
recordings in a particular audio format from the same collection will have roughly 
the same research value and may have similar preservation problems. This approach 
allowed BGSU to evaluate the preservation needs of large swaths of its collections more 
efficiently, even if some granularity was sacrificed by not consistently surveying all 
individual items. We anticipate more detailed, item-by-item surveys of specific col-
lections may be necessary as we use the survey to consider preservation options for our 
collections. While the survey is still ongoing, we have inventoried more than 670,000 
items, representing the bulk of the audio materials in the two special collections units 
that hold the most audio. The initial investment of time in survey creation, testing, and 
refinement took the equivalent of one or two workdays. Data entry, which began in late 
fall 2018, is being completed by trained student assistants, with subsequent review by 
librarians and archivists. 
As inventories and surveys continue at BGSU and other institutions, regardless of the 
tools used to carry them out, archivists should consider that some audio materials, like 
other archival records, do not need to be retained permanently, while others should 
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be at the top of the preservation priority list. Items with high research or institutional 
value and documented preservation problems require preservation plans, including 
high-quality digitization when feasible. Closely examining audio items with unknown 
or unclear contents can yield smaller projects to further assess some of these items. Such 
projects may be as simple as a close examination of accession records, accompanying 
paper materials, or markings on the containers of unknown audio materials, though 
some audio recordings may require playback to assess their content. After the audio 
items are inspected for possible preservation problems, playback could occur either 
in-house or at a nearby institution with available equipment. After completing an audio 
appraisal or inventory, archivists and other stakeholders should then consider how to 
marry digitization options with the needs of audio materials identified by the inventory. 
Archivists should also carefully consider if the institution cannot adequately care for 
and digitize particular audio formats, particularly those that are difficult or costly to 
transfer, or any formats that the repository holds in very small numbers. Any items with 
likely research value that are slated for deaccessioning should be transferred to another 
institution whenever possible. 
Larger institutions, professional societies, and grant funders could also help ensure that 
only preservation-worthy items are being selected for digitization and preservation. 
Organizations such as the Society of American Archivists, the Association of Moving 
Image Archivists, and the Association of Recorded Sound Collections should encourage 
judicious selection of audio items for digitization and preservation. While some large 
archives and libraries are digitizing the bulk of their audio collections, likely including 
some content over which they have limited intellectual control, many smaller institu-
tions are largely unable to digitize their preservation-worthy holdings or are unaware of 
their digitization options. While professional organizations advocate for more stringent 
criteria for audiovisual digitization programs, grant-funding agencies should continue 
to require extended discussion of item- or collection-level selection criteria in grant 
applications.
Strategy 2: Encourage Digitization Work Scaled to Fit the Project and Expand In-House 
Digitization Capabilities
Despite many calls for reappraisal of audio holdings, the archival literature contains 
little discussion of the ways in which archives can adjust their own preservation 
practices to address the varying needs of specific audio collections or items. Tradition-
ally, archival preservation practice has acknowledged that optimal preservation is not 
always achievable—or desirable—for every collection. Laura Millar notes in her text on 
archival practice that “[b]lanket statements about what is best in theory do not neces-
sarily translate to achievable results in practice.”35 Archivists make similar decisions 
about preservation of manuscript collections regularly. Some collections merit More 
Product, Less Process–style processing with little preservation work, while others may 
require custom housing, climate-controlled storage, removal of paper clips and staples, 
preservation photocopying, high-resolution scanning, or other safeguards before they 
are made available to patrons.36 Given the gaps in preservation of audio and video 
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holdings and the short time frame for addressing those gaps, institutions should develop 
a tiered strategy around preservation of their audio holdings, guided by best practices in 
the field but recognizing the limited resources of some institutions. Archivists should 
take Anthony Cocciolo’s advice seriously when he states: “If we are to be serious about 
preservation and access, then digital reformatting is a practice worth striving for, even in 
resource-constrained environments.”37 Available resources, funding, and administrative 
constraints must be considered when institutions plan strategies to preserve their audio 
holdings. 
Certainly, many smaller institutions hold audio materials that would benefit from 
robust, meticulous digitization by an audio engineer or digitization vendor. These kinds 
of materials should rise to the top of an audio preservation survey. At the same time, 
those same institutions may hold audio collections that would benefit from digitization 
for preservation, rather than deaccessioning or transfer to another institution, but that 
may not be good candidates for costly vendor-based digitization. While many guides 
and white papers encourage smaller institutions to use vendors for their audio preserva-
tion needs, small and midsized institutions need to be encouraged to develop in-house 
capabilities to create quality digital surrogates of materials in their collections.38 In 
pursuing in-house digitization, an institution has more control to set its own digitiza-
tion priorities. In addition, there are no immediate expectations for wide access, which 
allows archival decision-makers to select items for preservation without worrying about 
rights issues and unmediated online access.39 Institutions can also easily set their own 
standards for size, resolution, and quality control of the final digital products while 
avoiding shipping fragile audio materials away for digitization. Digital copies created 
from in-house work may not be as robust or pristine as digital files created by vendors; 
however, if in-house actions create viable, sustainable digital files and adhere as much as 
possible to best practices, in-house workflows will greatly benefit collections that might 
otherwise be left out of large-scale digitization programs. 
Many institutions that hold audio cassettes, open reel tape, CD-Rs, and analog audio 
discs also have working machines that allow the items to be played back, as well as 
employees in IT, recording services, or marketing who are familiar with analog playback 
and digital capture equipment. These colleagues could be valuable partners in creating 
working, reliable transfer stations. Some institutions have enough playback equipment for 
common formats like open reel tape or audio cassettes to set up a digitization space that 
would allow concurrent digitization of multiple items of similar length and run time. 
Though it requires more care and attention to create, such a digitization space would 
greatly decrease the per-item personnel costs of in-house digitization. In the absence of 
robust training in archival programs,40 there are guides, including the ARSC Guide to 
Audio Preservation, the International Association of Sound and Audiovisual Archives’ 
Guidelines on the Production and Preservation of Digital Audio Objects and Handling and 
Storage of Audio and Video Carriers, and Anthony Cocciolo’s recently published Moving 
Image and Sound Collections for Archivists, as well as many quality online tutorials that 
would enable a staff member to run some legacy playback equipment competently, if not 
expertly. Additionally, these audio preservation resources contain ample documentation 
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of preservation problems or format characteristics that would preclude in-house trans-
fer.41 Once again, an in-house digitization program may not produce digital audio files as 
robust or pristine as those procured from a vendor, but, with proper digital preservation, 
the useful life of the digital surrogates will outlast the original carrier and make the 
underlying audio content more useful to researchers and staff.
BGSU began work in spring 2018 to create an in-house, multiple item audio digitiza-
tion space, allowing multiple audio cassettes, audio discs, open reel tapes, or digital 
audio tapes (DATs) with few preservation concerns to be transferred simultaneously. 
BGSU outfitted the digitization space with a new audio-to-digital converter, audio 
cables, audio editing software, and new cartridges and styli for some of its turntables, 
while playback machines receiving little use in library storage were repurposed for the 
digitization area. After consulting with audio engineers on campus, the sound archivist 
set up and tested the space and created new, or revised existing, digitization manuals. 
The sound archivist then trained select student workers to clean tape heads, adjust tape 
azimuth, and do preliminary quality control on audio transfers. These students complete 
much of the real-time digitization work, while the sound archivist performs quality 
control checks, creates metadata, and transfers files into digital storage. 
The bulk of the items digitized in the new digitization space at BGSU have been unique 
or high-use commercial materials, small batches of audio materials for patron use, and 
concerts, programs, or interviews recorded on campus that have institutional value. 
At the same time, archivists at BGSU have continued using vendor services for some 
digitization projects. Two vendor-based audio and video digitization projects have been 
completed in the past few years: one that was grant funded and another paid for with 
funds from the library’s budget earmarked for digitization projects. Having both in-
house and vendor-based options allows staff at BGSU to select a preservation pathway 
that aligns with the goals and budget for each project. A range of tiered responses to 
preservation is well-trod ground in the archival profession. Embracing the same kind 
of f lexibility in the field of audio preservation will encourage small and midsized 
institutions to make more sustainable choices about their own audio content, as well as 
to select content for preservation that is institutionally meaningful and useful, whether 
or not the institution is able to afford vendor-based digitization services. 
Though this article advocates for more f lexible approaches to digitization standards, 
this position should not diminish the importance of the standards themselves. These 
standards remain vital to ensuring that important social, cultural, and evidential audio 
is available past the life of its analog carriers. Encouraging f lexibility around audio digi-
tization practices does not erase or eclipse existing standards. Instead, it asks institutions 
to familiarize themselves with current digitization standards and best practices and then 
decide which recordings in their collections are the best candidates for “premier” level 
digitization because of their content’s high institutional, social, or cultural importance. 
It also asks them to consider what kinds of opportunities an in-house digitization studio 
might hold for them, while also keeping in mind the limited long-term usefulness 
of files created in that environment. Finally, a tiered response to audio digitization 
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encourages audio archivists to consider and actively discuss the long-term impact of 
digitization decisions made by smaller institutions so that archivists can make the best 
and most sustainable preservation decisions about their own content. 
Strategy 3: Encourage More Equitable Access to Digital Preservation for Audio Materials
After encouraging institutions to be more selective about their choices for digitization 
and, in some cases, more f lexible about their digitization methods, large institutions, 
funders, and professional organizations could go further to encourage more equitable 
access to quality digitization services for top-tier, preservation-worthy items. At the very 
least, archival and library organizations should maintain up-to-date lists of large and 
small audiovisual digitization vendors and prominently display them on their websites, 
or promote the extensive vendor lists maintained by organizations like the Associa-
tion for Recorded Sound Collections (ARSC) or the Association for Moving Image 
Archivists (AMIA).42 Large funders and professional organizations could encourage 
the formation of consortia to address audiovisual preservation of materials held by small 
and midsized institutions by providing information, guidance, and support. Local and 
regional groups that provide increased access to digitization services are becoming more 
common, and easily accessible sample documentation for collaborative digitization 
projects (e.g., memoranda of understanding, selection criteria, minimum standards 
for metadata, file naming conventions, and sample workflows) could help interested 
organizations establish their own programs. Similarly, organizations that fund digitiza-
tion projects, as well as grant recipients, should make documentation from funded 
projects publicly available. These documents could be used to jumpstart other projects, 
particularly at small and midsized institutions where grant writing time and expertise 
may be limited. Local, regional, and national organizations should encourage discus-
sion, brainstorming, and information sharing among members who are considering or 
implementing digitization projects at any scale. 
Community and consortium-based collectives are the most amorphous but also the most 
promising set of solutions for institutions without the infrastructure, in-house expertise, 
or administrative support to undertake grant-based or in-house projects. Small local or 
regional organizations have the potential to offer scaled digitization services for small 
and midsized institutions. Some of these small consortia or programs are nonprofit 
organizations with specialized knowledge of individual formats, many organized around 
film or video formats. The Bay-Area Video Coalition, for example, provides basic video 
preservation information to artists, individuals, and organizations in the San Francisco 
Bay area, as well as offering subsidized digitization services, assessment, and planning. 
Similarly, AMIA has recently established a Regional Audio-Visual Archives committee 
that is working to document and evaluate the audiovisual preservation needs of smaller 
institutions.43 The XFR Collective, a community-based nonprofit that seeks to “lower 
the barriers to preserving at-risk audiovisual media,” offers digitization of specific audio 
and video formats, and will digitize up to six items for a modest fee.44 A small project 
like this could be useful as a pilot for a larger digitization project and could set up an 
institution to be more competitive for grant funding. Organizations like XFR Collective 
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with the potential to let members share knowledge, expertise, time, and equipment 
offer a promising alternative to outsourcing preservation work to vendors. Project-based 
consortia, like the California Revealed Project, can help partners identify, describe, and 
digitize all kinds of materials through vendors, including audio recordings.45 While 
outsourcing to standard audiovisual vendors, many of whom are for-profit companies, 
can sometimes be efficient, it can also be quite expensive and allows private companies 
to indirectly profit from the needs of publicly held collections. A similar consortium 
that also includes some “in-network” digitization services could allow small and 
midsized institutions to specialize and focus their efforts on one part of the digitization 
and digital preservation process like metadata creation, digital transfer, or quality 
control of digital files. 
Institutions of all sizes should consider creating smaller local and regional partnerships 
around audio digitization, while also responding to the needs and capabilities of partner 
institutions. These partnerships could be as simple as promoting available working 
playback equipment at various institutions on state or regional listservs, or as robust as 
creating a short-term partnership to send large groups of items of the same format to 
digitization vendors to take advantage of quantity discounts. If several repositories are in 
close proximity to each other and each has only a few pieces of working audio playback 
equipment, they might also consider pooling equipment in one location, creating an 
audio digitization lab that would be accessible to all institutions, but maintained, and 
likely used most frequently, by the host institution. The many models for collaboration 
are f lexible and offer substantial opportunities for institutions to expand existing 
connections, encourage new institutional partnerships, and make necessary audio 
preservation work more attainable within their networks. 
The results of internal surveys of audio materials, bolstered by the broader professional 
literature on the scope of the crisis in audio preservation discussed in the introduction 
to this article, give institutions of all sizes a starting point from which to advocate 
for preservation funds for their audio holdings, whether the work is done in-house or 
through a consortium or vendor. Highlighting the needs of frequently used materials, 
those with great cultural or social importance, or those central to the mission of the 
institution may persuade administrators to recalibrate job descriptions to include some 
audio preservation work, or to dedicate or reallocate funds for preservation-quality 
digitization. Promotion of successful digitization-for-preservation projects for audio 
materials, even small projects, could also bring more awareness to the issue and encour-
age support from administrators and outside donors. Additionally, if curators, archivists, 
and development officers are aware of the circumstances of archival audio recordings, 
they may be able to persuade donors of new collections to include funds for ongoing care 
of particularly difficult or problematic formats. 
Conclusion
It is well documented that audio collections are in crisis. Because of the compounding 
impact of technological obsolescence and physical degradation, the window to preserve 
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culturally and socially significant audio collections is dwindling. In the midst of 
preservation victories, like large programs at institutions like Indiana University and the 
New York Public Library, other archives, libraries, and museums are falling behind their 
larger colleagues. The reasons for the uneven landscape of audio preservation include 
lack of facility and expertise with legacy audio formats and the high cost of digitiza-
tion, whether it is done in-house or through an outside vendor. Facing an increasingly 
narrowing window, it is unlikely that we will be able to train a bevy of archival audio 
engineers or work to substantially lower vendor digitization costs in the near term. 
Instead, the archival community needs to consider other options to digitize and preserve 
its more preservation-worthy audio content. 
This article has stressed a three-pronged approach to the crisis in audio preservation. 
First, institutions need to implement stringent appraisal and reappraisal programs 
for their audio materials, considering both the preservation needs of the format and 
the research value of the content. This kind of ranking system, which will inevitably 
consign some materials to deaccession or earmark them for only minimal physical 
preservation, may make some archivists and institutions uncomfortable. However, given 
the size of the problem and the resource constraints facing the archival community, 
it is a vital first step. Second, there should be renewed discussion around digitization 
standards among smaller institutions and audio and digital preservation specialists. 
In an ideal world, all worthy content would be digitized for preservation to meet the 
exacting and robust standards set by groups like the International Association of Sound 
and Audiovisual Archives. Due to budget, time, and expertise constraints, however, this 
outcome is unlikely. Instead, institutions need to explore the promises and drawbacks 
of the kinds of in-house digitization that they could reasonably accommodate, and the 
audio archiving community should work to clarify the long-term impacts of common 
deviations from existing preservation standards. Finally, the archiving community needs 
to consider ways to encourage more equitable access to “top-tier” digitization services 
for smaller institutions whose collections merit it, but for whom cost, rights clearance, 
or other issues currently present insurmountable roadblocks. Professional organizations 
should also ensure members have access to up-to-date information on audio digitization 
options, and institutions of various sizes should consider ways they could collaborate to 
make audio digitization more attainable. 
The crisis in audio preservation is a daunting one, particularly for smaller institutions 
in a field that has generally been slow to respond. No solution will ensure that all 
preservation-worthy audio recordings in archives, libraries, and museums remain 
available and accessible, particularly when many analog audio items are currently hidden 
or, for all practical purposes, inaccessible. All potential interventions into the crisis in 
archival audio have costs—money, time, attention, and the cost of audio items that will 
inevitably be left to deteriorate. But archivists have many tools to combat obsolescence 
and degradation of legacy audio, notably including the expertise and assistance of 
friends and colleagues in the field. To adequately preserve our audio heritage, however, 
the institutional response cannot remain uneven. All institutions, with large and 
small audio holdings, need to consider their own collections and their own options for 
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digitization and preservation to ensure that as much useful, preservation-worthy audio 
as possible will be available to future researchers, scholars, and community members. 
Appendix A: Bowling Green State University Audiovisual 
Preservation Survey
Section 1: Audiovisual Preservation Inventory Introduction
In the BGSU inventory system, based on Sound Directions and related projects at 
Indiana University and Harvard University,46 each item or group of like items gets two 
equally important numerical scores. The first is a format score; the higher the format 
score the more in danger the item is of physical preservation problems. Each audio 
format has a base score, representing general preservation problems with the format and 
the rate and severity of its obsolescence. Scorers have the option of adding points to an 
item’s score based on visible or known preservation problems. The format scores only 
rate physical preservation problems and potential obsolescence. The second score is a 
research and institutional value score, which rates each item or group of items based 
on the value of its content. These scores are more subjective and based partly on the 
archival appraisal and/or collecting policies of the units, the mission of the University 
Libraries, and the university’s mission. Except in very rare cases, items contained in an 
intellectually coherent collection should receive the same research value score as other 
items in the collection. While past research use may be a good indicator of certain 
kinds of research value, items that have historically been difficult to access may have 
high research value and low research use. Deciding how to rate research value will be 
something BGSU will have to come to a consensus on and may vary slightly by unit or 
collection. The research value rankings help to prioritize preservation of endangered 
audio and video items that are more likely to be of long-term use. The following 
parameters should be considered when rating items for research and institutional value:
• Has there been frequent use by researchers, classes, faculty, and/or community 
members?
• Has there been frequent use of other similar collections at BGSU?
• Are there other related materials at BGSU that could constitute a research “hub”?
• Is the information in this recording important to the work the university does?
• Is the item of high value as a social or cultural artifact to the university (e.g., speeches 
by major figures or nationally known professors)?
• Is the item, or other items like it, easily accessible to researchers elsewhere? Or are 
there other institutions who have made a commitment to preserve these kinds of 
items?
• Copyright status, while important for access, should have low impact, if any, on 
preservation decisions. 
• The digital files we would make from audiovisual items are preservation master files, 
designed to stand in for the original when it is no longer playable.
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Items should be entered into the inventory by collection and then by format. For 
example, all cassette tapes from a collection would be listed together, followed by all 
DAT tapes from the same collection. Notes about preservation issues for individual 
items or groups within the collection should be entered in the free-response boxes in the 
survey. If items from a large collection are entered into the inventory, enter items with 
high research value or serious preservation problems separately.
Section 2: Audiovisual Preservation Inventory Questions
The following questions apply to the collection being surveyed:
• Which unit holds the collection? 
• What is the collection number, if there is one? 
• What is the collection name? If there is not one, provide a brief description of the 
collection. 
The following questions pertain to audio or video items being surveyed and any 
preservation issues that they might have. Use free-response sections to note numbers of 
items with preservation issues among the items being surveyed, as well as brief descrip-
tions of preservation problems, if necessary.
• What is/are the audio and video item(s) being surveyed? (Choose only one, since each 
kind of audiovisual item in a collection will be surveyed separately. See Section 4 for 
list of audiovisual formats.)
• If you chose “other audio” or “other video” in the previous question, what is the 
format?
• How many items of this format are being surveyed in this collection? 
• Was your answer to the previous question an exact number or an estimate?
• What are the shelf numbers/call numbers of these items?
• What is the approximate playback time of these items, if known? (Please enter your 
response as whole minutes only. You may estimate based on the maximum playback 
times of the formats in question). 
• Was your answer to the previous question an exact number or an estimate?
• Have these items been digitized already?
• Which other formats, if any, are represented in this collection? Each format will need 
to be inventoried separately. 
• Is there visible dirt, mold, or fungus on the items being inventoried?
• Do the items have other minor visible or known preservation issues? (Examples 
include: poor tape pack, many obvious splices in audio tape, slight warping of discs, 
known minor playback issues, etc.)
• If you answered yes to the previous question, describe the minor preservation issues, 
including numbers of items affected.
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• Do the items have other major preservation issues? Examples include delamination 
of disc surfaces, oxide layer of tapes peeling off, vinegar smell, extremely twisted/
bunched tape, extremely scratched disc surface, damage to tape or video housing, 
known major playback issues, etc.
• If you answered yes to the previous question, describe the major preservation issues, 
including numbers of items affected.
• Please add any other comments on preservation problems for the collection.
The following questions pertain to tape, film, and video only (including digital tape 
media like DAT or MiniDV). If the items being surveyed are not tape, film, or video, 
please skip this section and submit your answers.
• If they are not mass produced, how long ago were the items recorded? (Please enter a 
single number value only, e.g., 7, not 8–10 or 7 years; if unknown, estimate).
• Answer only if the item is audio tape: Is the tape identified as long play or extended 
play?
• If you answered yes to the previous question, how many tapes are long or extended 
play?
• Answer only if the items are polyester open reel tape: Is the tape stock on the list of 
problem tape stocks? 
• If you answered yes to the previous question, how many reels are on the list of 
problem tape stocks?
• Answer only if the items are analog audio tape and not mass-produced: Are the items 
off-brand? 
• If you answered yes to the previous question, how many items are off-brand?
Once items are surveyed, answers to the above questions that relate to scores (see Sec-
tions 3 and 4) are changed into numerical scores through a simple find/replace action in 
the resulting spreadsheet. Scores for each item or group of items entered into the survey, 
with additions for preservation problems (see Section 4) are added to calculate a total 
score. While not completely deterministic, these numerical scores give archives staff a 
starting point for discussing potential preservation projects.
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Section 3: Research and Institutional Value Scores 
5 Extremely high research and/or institutional value 
Content is unique and in high demand by researchers, or vital to the mission of the uni-
versity. If digitized and made more easily available, the content would very likely get high 
use, either in classes, by faculty, alumni or administrators, or in community or academic 
research. These items might prompt researchers to make use of other, related collections 
at BGSU. University-related items document a part of the university’s history or provide 
record of a part of the university’s mission that is largely undocumented otherwise.
4 High research value
Item is rare or unique; if more easily accessible, it would generate increased use on campus, 
in the community, and by scholars. While not vital to the university’s mission, the item 
still documents an important part of the university’s history or fills an important role in the 
university’s mission.
3 Moderate research value
Content may be available elsewhere but is not widely distributed or easily accessible; may 
be used by some researchers and/or complements some other collections at BGSU. Item is 
moderately important to the mission and history of the university.
2 Low research value
Content is available at other academic libraries, archives, and museums, but is not ubiq-
uitous. If digitized it might be of use for courses or to faculty or other BGSU-affiliated 
persons.
1 Extremely low research value
Item is widely available and accessible elsewhere; item is available for purchase at a reason-
able or low price; item has little impact on the mission of the university.
0 Content unknown – unable to score.
These scores should be the same for all items in a given collection, since the assump-
tion is the research value has been assigned to the collection as an aggregate, not to 
individual items. If there are individual items that may need special attention, they 
should be noted in the free-response section or inventoried separately. A justification for 
the assessment of the collections research value should also be provided in two to three 
sentences.
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Section 4: Base Scores for Formats (Based heavily on scores from Indiana University’s 
Sound Directions project)




Audio disc, commercially pressed, vinyl 2.0
Audio disc, commercially pressed, shellac 2.25
16” disc (not lacquer) 2.25
Betacam 2.5
Open reel tape, polyester or PVC 2.5
VHS/S-VHS 2.75
Video-8/Hi-8 2.75




CD-R or CD-RW 2.75
Aluminum disc 3.0
Flexi-disc 3.0









Audio disc, lacquer 4.25
 
Additions:
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• For all items not mass-produced, add 0.75 if off-brand.
• For all tape and film (including video, MiniDV, DVCam), add .005 for each year of 
life.
• For polyester tape, add 1.0 for long play.
• For polyester tape, add 2.0 for evidence of sticky-shed syndrome.
• For any items, add 1.5 for visible mold, dirt, or fungus.
• For any other minor visible/known preservation issues, add 0.5.
• For any other major visible/known preservation issues (including sticky-shed tapes, 
vinegar syndrome, delamination), add 1.5.
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